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France is a major maritime nation
—
Totalling 11.5 million km2, France’s Exclusive Economic 
Zone (EEZ) is the second-largest in the world in terms of 
area, providing France with a presence all over the planet: 
from the English Channel, North Sea and Atlantic to the 
Mediterranean, from the Caribbean to the Pacific and from 
the Indian Ocean to the Southern Seas. 

As a country with the world’s 5th largest GDP, and which 
is both a major importer (world’s 5th largest) and exporter 
(world’s 8th largest), France is naturally very interested in 
international maritime trade and committed to the free-
dom of navigation.



France is monitoring the security  
of international maritime transport
—
A port State which enforces IMO standards, France was 
behind the first MoU which enabled better harmonization  
to control ships in ports and thus better maritime safety.  
The Paris Memorandum then encouraged the creation  
of similar bodies elsewhere in the world and France is also  
part of the MoU for the Indian Ocean and Caribbean. 

A flag State which ensures its vessels follow the rules  
of safety, for the last four years France has featured in the 
top three of the International ranking of the Paris MoU, 
which is an unequalled performance.

A coastal State which is concerned about the safety of  
its waters, France uses precise coastal beaconing, navigatio-
nal aids and traffic separation schemes linked with vessel 
traffic services. It carries out search and rescue  
at sea across vast areas of responsibility in the Atlantic, 
Indian and Pacific Oceans, and in the Mediterranean.  
For example, the Regional Operations Centre for Monitoring 
and Rescue in Gris-Nez ( MRCC, VTS & MAS Centre) carried 
out 1,404 rescue and assistance operations in 2015 in the 
Pas-de-Calais region, the world’s busiest narrow sea route 
(over 400 merchant ships every day), and also one of the 
world’s busiest fishing areas, with visibility often reduced  
by fog, strong tidal currents and heavy ferry activity.

With a large navy deployed around the world, France is  
an active participant in several international operations  
to combat piracy.



France is protecting the marine  
environment
—
France is working to conserve, protect and restore marine 
and coastal ecosystems, especially via the creation of ma-
rine protected areas (about 28% of its current marine space).

It promotes green technologies, renewable energies  
and controlled resource management.

France is convinced that the the state of the ocean and 
climate change are closely linked, and is fully mobilized 
against nutrient-based pollution (nitrates) and plastic  
pollution (national ban on single-use plastic bags and  
international coalition launched by France in autumn 2016 
to promote their withdrawal from use).

France is actively promoting discussions within the IMO 
on reducing greenhouse gases emitted by international 
maritime transport.

Protecting the marine environment is also crucial for 
maritime industries like fisheries and aquaculture. France 
ensures that its huge 7,000-strong fleet practises sustai-
nable fishing and that its very large and vibrant oyster  
and shellfish production sectors have high-quality water.



France has expertise  
in multiple areas
—
A very efficient maritime affairs governance, with a long 
tradition dating back to its creation in the 17th century by 
Colbert, a Minister of King Louis XIV. 

A quality training programme for sailors, naval architects, 
technicians, engineers, lawyers and scientists specializing 
in maritime disciplines.

France ensures dignified working conditions which 
respect the well-being of seafarers, in line with the societal 
expectations of the 21st century.

France has shipping companies with recognized expertise 
in specialized areas like laying cables, transporting chemi-
cal and oil products, as well as world leaders in container 
transport and the offshore industry. 

It is at the forefront of shipbuilding, particularly in the 
leisure sector (second largest constructor of recreational 
vessels, leading producer of semi-rigids). 

It uses cutting-edge scientific and technical research, 
especially in the field of materials, oceanography and  
environmental protection. 

It has world-renowned maritime services as regards  
classification, insurance and brokerage.

France’s ports handle 345 million tonnes of merchandise 
and 32 million passengers on international and cruise lines.



France has served the IMO  
since its creation
—
France has long campaigned for the creation of inter-
national standards for merchant ships, as can be seen 
through its involvement in negotiations for the first 
version (1914) of the SOLAS Convention, which is the 
most important of all international treaties concerning 
the safety of merchant ships. 

Naturally, it was thus one of the founding members of 
the International Maritime Organization and has been a 
member of its Council ever since its creation. It plays an 
active role not only in all Committee and Sub-Committee 
sessions, but also in nearly all Working Groups and Corres-
pondence Groups. In addition to expert delegations from 
different backgrounds, it has a London-based Permanent 
Representation which is completely dedicated to the IMO. 

France is fully committed to the work of the IMO and  
implementing its decisions. It has ratified almost all of  
its instruments, including, for example, the Hong Kong  
and Nairobi Conventions and thus ranks fourth in terms  
of the number of ratified conventions.

Finally, France is aware of the importance of technical 
cooperation in order to fully implement IMO standards, 
and States can benefit from its maritime and port-related 
experience and knowledge.



—
Directorate for United Nations, International Organizations,  
Human Rights and Francophonie

Economic and budgetary division
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